
Statistical Graph Types 
 

 Horizontal or Vertical Histogram  Pie Charts 

 3D Horizontal or Vertical Histogram  3D Pie Charts 

 Box-Whisker Plots  Q-Q Plots 

 Notched Box-Whisker Plots  Normal Q-Q Plots 
 

Histograms plot a single column of data in a worksheet. The data is separated into default or user-

defined bins. All values in each bin are added together and displayed as a frequency bar. Alter line 

colors, fill colors, and orientation. 

 

 
This 3D XYY histogram is displayed horizontally with a cylinder for each bin. 

All 3D XYY bar chart type graphs can be displayed vertically or horizontally 

with different shapes for the bars. 

  

Box-whisker plots display statistical data. Each column in the worksheet is assigned to a box. The box 

top and bottom values are defined by the first quartile and third quartile. Set whiskers to show a 

percentile or the minimum/maximum values. Display the median value with a line in the box. Add 

notches to the boxes to display confidence in the median values. Alter line properties, symbol 

properties, fill colors, whisker definitions, and label any aspect of the graph for maximum clarity.  

 

 
Display outliers on a box-whisker plot as symbols or as whisker  

lines and label all portions of the box and whisker plot.  

Compare multiple sets and change the properties of each. 

  



Pie Charts show data as proportional slices of a circle. Each data value is divided by the sum of the 

data to determine the size of the slice. Explode slices to emphasis a particular item! Change the 

property of each slice individually. Add a legend for easier identification. 

 

 
Pie charts can show multiple slices, with full customization of each slice, 

including labels, fill color, and explosion factor. 

  

 
3D XYY pie charts add an extra oomph to your pie charts 

for the most visually appealing presentation possible. 

  

  



Doughnut plots show data as proportional slices of a circle. Each data value is divided by the sum of 

the data to determine the size of the slice. Change the property of each slice individually. Add a 

legend for easier identification. Stack multiple 2D doughnut plots to compare data. 

 

 
Display multiple stacked doughnut plots to compare data. 

In this example, the interior doughnut displays sections of the exterior doughnut. 

  

Q-Q plots is a type of probability plot that compares the probability distribution of two data sets by 

plotting their quantiles against each other. Each point plotted represents the same quantile in both 

data sets. A y=x line is plotted allowing easy visual interpretation of whether the two data sets are 

linearly related or from the same distribution. 

 

 
Q-Q plots provide an easy method of determining if data is normal or if multiple data sets come from the same 

distribution. 


